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After China’s entrance for WTO, foreign banks have obtained full license for 
China’s corporate/personal business. Meanwhile, with the rapid growth of China 
Property Industry, property finance has become an important segment of foreign 
banks’ total business. It has shown great importance for the property developers, the 
government as well as for the banks themselves. However, multiple kinds of risk 
including credit risk, operation risk, market risk,compliance risk and concentration 
risk have also occurred. Credit risk was mainly caused by Foreign Bank’s traditional 
business model such as paying more attention to customer’s background instead of 
the single project、personal credit authority as well as the current business status 
such as offsite lending、weak personal financial service. The source of operation risk 
mainly include the high reliance on the service of external agents and the business 
model such as frequent offsite and cross border operation. Meanwhile, the lack of 
long term funding source will directly lead to interest risk. Furthermore, foreign 
banks shall face compliance risk, concentration risk and reputation risk when 
handling property finance.Considering the small business volume of foreign banks 
in China, such risk will constitute a great threat for the safe of whole asset of foreign 
banks, if occurred. Furthermore, it may lead to the fluctuation of whole market. Thus, 
serious attention shall be paid for the control mechanism. Due to the unique source 
for such risk, its control mechanism shall have large difference with that for normal 
banks and normal business. Since Foreign Bank’s Property Finance involved 
multiple business segments including credit, operation, treasury, I raised a concept 
as “Overall Risk Control” for this business via the policy construction and the 
organization restructure. Furthermore, practical suggestions including more business 
localization & closer cooperation in syndicated loan have been proposed. Through a 
real case study, the risk analysis for the actual sources has been made with relative 
discussion for control mechanism. 
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